
memetastic.space 
 
It is a social media experiment where the main aim is to share and discuss dank memes and 
awful jokes. We aim to bring together the meme communities of Twitter and beyond to form 
one website filled with the latest trends and jokes.  
 
Please ensure you check your spam folder for the confirmation email when signing up, it 

commonly gets stuck in there. As well as this, Outlook appears to block us ( ¯\_ツ_/¯ ), so 

please don't sign up with them, or it'll be hard to get your verification link. 
 
Home to 
1,804 
users 
Who authored 
4,500 
statuses 
Connected to 
481 
other instances 
Background can be found of Clipartgram. Logo is edited from Josh DeSeno (Kappa). If copyright 
holders have a problem with me using these images, please contact me and provide evidence 
to email@memetastic.space and I'll see what I can do. 
 
Code of Conduct: 
 
By using this website, you, as a user (hereby referred to as "memelord") agree to follow these 
guidelines pertaining to how you act on this website. Any reports made against a 
memelord/post can be filed to email@memetastic.space (in the future there will be an inbuilt 
report button). Each report will be dealt with on a case-by-case basis, but follow these general 
rules and you should be fine. The administration team have final say on bans.  
 
When making a meme/post or a memetion/reply:  
 
 
Please make sure you are not constantly reposting the same meme (spamming). Doing so may 
result in your account being silenced from the Public Memefeed. 
If you are posting a meme/post that may be offensive to some, ensure you put it in a content 
warning by ticking the "Hide meme behind warning/line" underneath the compose box (for 
example, jokes about terrorism, mild NSFW content etc. fall into this category). If you do not do 
this, you may be asked to delete and repost your meme, or will result in it being deleted. Again, 
each case will be taken individually, and the administration team will judge memes impartially. 
Do not post any revealing or harrassing content towards other memelords. We all want to have 
fun here (infringing content includes personal information, imagery, bullying, discrimination 



and majorly harassing messages). This will result in an immediate suspension of your account 
and revocation of access to the website. 
Do not post anything that is illegal in your country of residence or the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland (extreme violence, torture, murder, beheadings, sexual assault 
etc.). Doing so will lead to an immediate suspension of your account, and a revocation of access 
to the website. 
Other things of note:  
 
The content posted on this website does not reflect the views of the administration team. We 
like free speech, and the adminstration team will not censor any memelord on the site for any 
unjust or discriminatory reason. 
Attempting to degrade or hijack the service in any way will result in your access to the site 
being revoked. 
Use common sense about what is being posted. If the content claims it is not safe for work 
(NSFW) and you view it anyway, memetastic.space or its users can not be held responsible. 
These provisions notwithstanding, the administration team reserves the right to revoke any 
memelord's access permissions, at any time, for any reason, except as limited by law. 


